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Donor-centric or Mission-
centric: Finding a Way Forward

Paul Vliem, Gift Officer at Beacon Interfaith

Lori-Anne Williams, Major Gift Officer at Catholic Charities
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Objectives

• Reflect on the types of changes and program 
development you are willing to have donors be a 
part of.

• Learn from others about successes and frustrations 
with trying to manage the donor/vision balance

• Share ideas for educating donors and institutional 
funders about full program costs
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Paul Vliem

Who do you want
to be accountable to…
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“Recently, Vu Le and others have come 
out against the donor centered model 
for nonprofit communications and for 
fundraising ... [saying that] identifying 
donors as heroes etc. contributes to an 
[in?]equity and distracts from the 
people being served. Do you think the 
donor centered model is still relevant? 
Why or why not?” 

“Yes. 

Relevant to making more money 

from the very same donors.” 

But is that all we care about?
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The Examples

• The willing volunteer

• The philanthropist who knows what she wants

• The donor who overwhelms you with his 
generosity
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Round tables: Topic 1

• Where have you seen donor-centrism taken 
too far to the detriment of your mission? 
What were the tell-tale signs?

• In your examples, what alternatives could 
have led to a better result?
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Rachel Garaghty

Saying a cautious yes…
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Yes

Mission

Money

Sustainability

• How does the proposed 

work fit within our 

mission?

• Is there are need for it?

• Why (or why not) are we 

best suited to doing this 

work?

• What will it cost (money, 

staff, capital)?

• Will funder cover program 

development and/or start-

up costs?

• What is the long-term 

outlook for this work?

• What kind of capacity 

will we need?

• How and when can we 

build a pipeline of 

other funders?

Three key considerations to make before following a funder’s vision
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Round tables: Topic 2

• What kind of new endeavor would your 
organization take on if all signs pointed 
to “yes?”

• How would you make the case for 
money if the funder is reluctant to fund 
program development/start-up costs?
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Gen Op vs. Restricted Funds
“But when they don’t know whether their 

money has been put to good use, they lose 

confidence, and when that happens, donors do 

one of two things: they either stop giving or 

they start making more demands. If the latter, 

it may seem like donors are trying to dictate 

how an organization should be run. In reality, 

they are just trying to hold staff and volunteers 

accountable for the expenditure of their 

money.” 
– Penelope Burk, Donor Centered Fundraising
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Gen Op: Eyes on the Prize

• Only 31% of fundraisers feel they can speak about general 
operating support when talking to donors (Nonprofit Finance 
Fund, 2015)

• When institutional goals align with programmatic goals, the 
need for general operating is clear and consistent

• Demonstrate where overhead dollars go – staffing, building, 
etc. Show that each dollar is accounted for. 

• “Put your fears aside and ask for what you need, not what 
you think a foundation will provide.” (Same goes for donors)

From “How to Make the Case for General Operating Support”

Retrieved from Chronicle of Philanthropy 10/18/18
https://www.philanthropy.com/article/How-to-Make-the-Case-for/244808?cid=cpfd_home
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A New(er) View of “the pie”

From: Propel Nonprofits 

(https://www.propelnonprofits.org/blog/a-graphic-re-visioning-of-nonprofit-overhead/)

https://www.propelnonprofits.org/blog/a-graphic-re-visioning-of-nonprofit-overhead/
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Round tables: Topic 3

Talk about a time when you

• Asked for what you thought was right, not 
what you needed

• Couldn’t pay the bills because gen-op was 
scarce

• Had a donor or foundation that “got it” 
about the need for general operating 
support.

Tip: If you know of a foundation that supports General 
Operating, write a review on Grant Advisor!
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Final Questions/Summary

We will post notes on the Conference website 
within a few days. Thank you!

Rachel Garaghty
rachel@serveminnesota.org

Paul Vliem
pvliem@beaconinterfaith.org

Lori-Anne Williams
la.williams@mac.com


